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Let Pit R denote the group of rank one projective modules of a commutative ring R. The main 
result characterizes the torsion elements of Pit R as those which become trivial in some finite pro- 
jective commutative extension ring of R. Some other related problems are discussed. 
Throughout this note, R will denote a commutative ring with 1. Recall that a 
finitely generated projective R-module M has rank t if its localization Mp is a free 
rank t R,-module for every maximal ideal P of R. Pit R, the Picard group of R, 
is the collection of (isomorphism classes of) rank one projective R-modules. These 
form a group under tensor product. If M is an R-module, let s&Z denote the direct 
sum of s copies of M and MS the tensor product of s copies of M. 
The main purpose of this note is to prove 
Theorem 1. Let I~pic R. The following are equivalent: 
(a) I has order t in Pit R. 
(b) There exists a commutative xtension ring S of R such that IOR S = S (as S- 
modules) and S is a projective rank t R-module. 
Moreover, if R is an integrally closed domain, then S can be taken to be a domain. 
Proof. If I@,S=S, then taking exterior powers (over R) yields /l’S=l’OR/llS, 
whence Z’GR. Thus (b) implies (a). 
Let T be the tensor algebra of I. SO T= @ Tj, j>O, where TjE I’. Since I’zR, 
there exists XE T, with T, = T,x. If ke B, let I? denote its class in UtZ. Give T a 
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UtZ grading by setting T(F) = @ Tj, j= k mod t. Note that T(6) = R [x] and that in 
general, T(E)= R[x]T,, where 05 k< t. Let I/ be the ideal of T generated by 
(x- 1). Note k’ is homogeneous, and so S= T/I/z&, @ ... OS,_ 1, where Sj~ rj. 
Thus S is a rank t projective R-module. Also since XT,,= T,, S,S,_I =S,, and so 
S, S = S. Thus by identifying I with S, , we have IOR SE S, S = S, and so (a) implies 
(b). 
Now assume that R is an integrally closed domain and S is as above. Let P be 
an ideal of S maximal with respect to Pfl S, = 0. Then P is prime. If Q is a prime 
ideal of R, then Zp G Rp and so TQ z RQ[y]. In particular T and so also S = S/P is 
locally generated by one integral element as an R-algebra. Since Rp is integrally 
closed, the minimal polynomial of the local generator for S, is manic. Hence So 
is a free RQ-module of rank d< t, and so S is a projective rank d R-module. Since 
I OR Sz S, IoR SE S. Taking exterior powers over R yields Id= R, and so d = t. 
Thus P=O, and S is a domain. 0 
Theorem 1 was posed as a question in [4, Problem 2, p. 1441. 
Lemma 2. Let S be a finitely generated faithful projective R-module. 
(a) There exists a projective R-module S’ such that S OR S’g nR for some n. 
(b) If M and N are R-modules such that MOR SG NOR S, then nA4= nN for 
some n. 
Proof. (a) is just a restatement of [2, p. 476,4.5]. Now (b) follows immediately. 0 
See [2] for a discussion of the precise value for n in the lemma. In particular, Lem- 
ma 2 implies that if A4 and N are R-modules such that MOR S=N@, S as S- 
modules, where S is a projective rank 6 extension of R, then nM=nN for some IZ 
(as R-modules). We wish to investigate the converse. As a corollary to Theorem 1, 
it follows that this is true for elements of the Picard group. 
Corollary 3. Let IE Pit R. The following are equivalent: 
(a) I has finite order in Pit R. 
(b) nI= nR for some n > 0. 
(c) IOR Sz S (as S-modules) for some commutative xtension S of R, which is 
a finite rank projective R-module. 
Proof. (b) implies A”(nZ)=Z”= R, and so (a) holds. By Theorem 1, (a) implies (c). 
By Lemma 2, (c) implies (b). 0 
The equivalence of (a) and (b) in Corollary 3 is special case of [3]. The proof given 
above depends on the same calculation in K,(R) given in [3]. This is now hidden by 
quoting Lemma 2. We sketch a simpler proof of a less precise version of the result 
in [3]. 
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Theorem 4. Let M and N be finitely generated projective R-modules. The following 
are equivalent : 
(a) MS = NS for some s > 0. 
(b) nM= nN for some n > 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, Mand Nare faithful of constant rank. Moreover, 
we can assume R is noetherian. Let x and y denote the classes of M and N in K,(R). 
Either condition implies that M and N are locally isomorphic, and so by (2, p. 476, 
4.61 (~-y)~+t =0 for some d20. 
If (a) holds, then also x5= y’. Let X, Y be indeterminates and Z=X/Y. Since 
(Z” - l)/(Z- 1) and (Z- l)d are relatively prime in Q[Z], one can write 
m(Z- 1) = f(Z)(Z”- l)+g(Z)(Z- l)d+’ 
for some nonzero integer m and integral polynomials f and g. Multiplying by a 
power of Y we find that 
Y’m(X- Y) = h(X, Y)(X”- Y’) mod cZ[X, Y](X- Y)dt’ 
for some r>O and some h(X, Y)EH[X, Y]. Hence yr.m(x-y)=O in K,(R). By 
Lemma 2, uy’= n>O for some u E&(R). Putting q=nm we have q(x-y) =O. 
After enlarging q if necessary we have qM=qN (cf. [2, p. 4711). 
If (b) holds, n(x-y) =O. By Corollary 3, we can assume M has rank > 1. Let L 
be the ideal generated by (x-y) in K,(R). So Ld+’ =0= nL. Suppose that xe=ye 
mod L’, i.e. yf =xe+ U, u EL’. Then y”‘=xne mod(nL’+ L2’). Thus xne - ynee L2’. 
This implies that xs- y’~ Ldil =0 for s any power of n>d+ 1. Hence by [2, p. 
4701, MS= N’ for s a sufficiently large power of n. q 
Suppose that M and N are finitely generated R-modules (not necessarily projec- 
tive). We wish to find conditions which imply that MaR S=N@, S as S-modules 
where S is a commutative extension ring of R, which is a faithful finitely generated 
projective R-module. By Lemma 2, a necessary condition is that nM= nN for some 
n >O. Note that if we drop the condition of commutativity, S=M,,(R) suffices. To 
see this, let T(L) = Hom,(nR, L) for L a (right) R-module. Since S=End,(nR), 
T(L) is a (right) S-module. Note that T(nL) = Hom,(n(nR), L) G Hom,(S, L) which 
can be identified with L OR S. Hence nM=nN implies MBR S=N@, S. Con- 
versely since MBR S OS nR = nM (as R-modules), M OR S z N OR S implies 
nM= nN. 
Now assume that nMg nN. Set E = Hom,(M, M) and U= Hom,(N, M). Then U 
is naturally an E-module (via composition). Observe that nU=Hom,(nN,M)G 
Hom,(nM, M) z nE as E-modules. In particular, if E = R, then U is a torsion ele- 
ment of Pit R. Hence by Theorem 1, there exists a commutative faithful extension S 
of R with S projective of finite rank such that UBR Ss S (as S-modules). Note that 
MOEIJ=N as R-modules (via m@u +u(m)). Hence NORS=(MOEU)ORS= 
M@,(U@, S)zM@, S as R-modules. Thus we obtain 
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Corollary 5. Let M and N be finitely generated R-modules with End,(M) = R. 
Then nMg nN for some n > 0 if and only if there exists a commutative xtension 
S of R, which is a finite rank projective R-module with MOR SrN@, S. In par- 
ticular, this holds for M and N ideals of an integrally closed domain R. 
Proof. Only the last statement remains to be proved. If M is a finitely generated 
ideal of R, then E = End,(M) is integral over R and is contained in the quotient 
field of R. Hence E=R, as desired. 0 
The paragraph preceding Corollary 5 suggests the following question: 
Problem A. If /1 is a module finite R-algebra (possibly noncommutative) and U is 
a II-module with nU= n/l, does there exist a commutative finite rank projective ex- 
tension S of R with UOR Sz/l OR S as /1 OR S modules? 
This is true for R a Dedekind domain by [6, Theorem 7.11. There is an application 
of Theorem 1 to automorphisms of Azumaya algebras. 
Corollary 6. The following are equivalent: 
(a) Pit R is torsion free. 
(b) M,,(R) has no outer R-automorphisms for all n. 
(c) If A is any Azumaya R-algebra, then A ha.9 no outer automorphisms. 
Proof. Clearly (c) implies (b). For the equivalence of (a) and (c), see either [7, 
Theoreme 5.41 or [ 11. Since the outer automorphism group of M,(R) is isomorphic 
to the subgroup of Pit R consisting of those I with nlg nR, (b) implies (a) by Cor- 
ollary 3. 0 
Note that for many commutative rings R (e.g. R noetherian) every element of 
Pit R is isomorphic to an ideal of R. This is not true in general. However, in view 
of Theorem 1, one might be tempted to believe this to be true for torsion elements 
in Pit R. This is also false. For given R, let M be the direct sum of R/P as P ranges 
over all maximal ideals. Then define a new ring R = ROM, where M2 = 0 and R 
acts on M. Since R/M= R, Pit R= Pit R. However, by construction, every proper 
ideal of R has a nonzero annihilator. Thus no nontrivial element of Pit R is isomor- 
phic to an ideal of R. 
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